
kept in good repair and wildflowers should be used 0 Macro-landscapes are distinguished from micro-
to add color variety to highway easements. Fre- landscapes. The latter may be feature or focal
quent visual inspection of the property needs to be landscapes such as forest meadows, lakes,
made to ensure that the standards set are being streams, or geologic features, or those influenced
maintained. by such natural phenomena as cloud patterns or

sunsets. In most Florida forest settings, the ma-
Options for aesthetics and jor aesthetic areas will be micro-feature or focal

environmental enhancement landscapes; however, in some areas panoramic
landscape vistas may be found.

Landowners may wish to manage for aesthetics
as their primary objective if their properties con- 0 Land uses adjacent to the forest land are inven-
tain either unique vegetational communities or his- toried. These may or may not complement a
torical, geological locations. Site conditions and potential scenic vista from within the forest area.
influences from surrounding properties may also In some instances, it may be necessary to create
limit landowners' ability to feature the manage- a buffer screen around the perimeter of the
ment of other resources, making aesthetics the areas.
most practical choice for those who wish to become
Forest Stewards. The following are some examples 0 Areas to be protected from development are
of practices that would improve aesthetics identified and mapped.
resources:

" m Consideration is given to other forest uses so
* maintaining species diversity and unique eco- that, depending on the nature of the manage-

logical areas or restoring vegetative diversity to ment practice or activity, landscape contrast will
affected areas; be minimal.

* retaining trees with good fall colors;
"* Areas of highest scenic beauty are identified, as

"* planting or maintaining native flowers and trees, these are the most desirable areas for recreation
shrubs, and wildflowers that are best adapted to facilities such as forest drives, trials, picnic
specific sites; areas, and campgrounds.

"* identifying and maintaining scenic areas and * Key sequential aesthetic experiences to be
unique historical or geological features; realized along each forest visual variety are iden-

" tified, described and mapped. Visitors can be
Samelioration ofunsightly areas. exposed to panoramic views or more detailed

When aesthetics are considered as a secondary views such as a clear stream or brook, a forest

objective, all management activities should be per- pond or a wetland. When a panoramic view is

formed with consideration given to enhancing and considered, keep in mind that the view should be

maintaining the aesthetic values and environmen- enclosed by the forest and not provide a back-

tal qualities present on the property. ground which reveals any form of visual blight
within the forest property or on an adjoining

Management for aesthetics is highly compatible property.
with other resource management activities. Recre-
ation and aesthetics and environmental enhance- * Consideration is given to such factors as motion,
ment are highly compatible. If a land manager light, atmospheric conditions, season, distance of

starts with an aesthetic/environmental enhance- the viewer from the scene, location where the

ment objective it can be easily moved to a observer will view the scene, and the time of

recreation objective. exposure. Prepare notes on each scene which
consider these variables. Any management

A visual resource analysis with the following activity such as vegetation clearing, road build-
goals is used as a basis for aesthetic enhancement ing, fire line clearance, power lines or construc-
practices. tion of buildings could impact one or more of

theses factors, thereby enhancing the visual
m The character of the landscape is defined - the dominance of a management activity and

overall impression created by its unique combi- creating greater visual contrast.
nation of visual features such as land, water,
vegetation, geologic formation, and structures.
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